We’ve all done it: We wake up one morning energized to make big changes in our lives! We’re
pumped to get this new, improved lifestyle up and running. We can visualize it. Taste the sweet
victory of success . . . . armed with these amazing intentions, we go out and buy a very nice,
very expensive piece of exercise of equipment. . . .
And during that first week we give it a go . . .
● We’re walking on it a few miles
● We’re moving up to a slow jog
● We’re invited by friends to go get margaritas . . . and
skip a day
● That day turns into a week
● Then a month . . . .
What had started as the solution to our problem is now a
constant reminder of what we’re NOT DOING every time we
walk in the front door.
Julie created BOHO HOSPITALITY because we crave to be more connected with each other.

How do we do that?
The BOHO part of our name comes from
“bohemian.” This eclectic, whimsical design
style allows us to create guest spaces that are
both comfortable and friendly while remaining
affordable to achieve. Really? Because this
design style is infinitely versatile and fun, we’re
able to start with what you love and work with
what you have.

True HOSPITALITY is that rare blend of
generosity, grace, and openness. It’s one of those
things you know it when you feel it. When BoHosts
open our homes to guests, we’re sharing a piece of
our hearts with people who value our personal,
home-based brand. Paying attention to details,
providing a welcoming environment, and being a
good neighbor are all trademarks of BOHO
HOSPITALITY and our BoHosts.

Contact us: julie.bohohospitality@gmail.com and learn how you can join our BoHost network or
attend one of our many community education DIY Inn workshops offered all over the southwest.

